Did you know?

California is the richest state in the nation, yet ranks 44th out of 50 in per-pupil spending.

California ranks 48th out of 50 states in student-to-teacher ratio.

California’s student-to-counselor ratio is 945:1.

From Oakland to Los Angeles, educators are dedicated to providing the quality public education every child deserves, regardless of their ZIP code.

Educators will not stop until their students have the resources they need to succeed.

Smaller class sizes
More nurses, librarians, counselors and psychologists
Less testing and more teaching
Safer schools for all students
Stronger oversight and regulation of corporate charter schools
Support for community schools
Competitive wages to attract and keep quality educators
Adequate funding and Tax Fairness

It’s easy to show your support!

Sign the Petition in support of California Educators and Students Fighting for Quality Public Education for All at cta.org/RedForEd